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International Agreement in Sleep
and Respiratory Scoring
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$EVWUDFW
6WXG\ 2EMHFWLYHV: The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) guidelines for
polysomnography (PSG) scoring are increasingly being adopted worldwide, but the
agreement among international centers in scoring respiratory events and sleep stages
using these guidelines is unknown. We sought to determine the interrater agreement of
PSG scoring among international sleep centers.
'HVLJQ: Prospective study of interrater agreement of PSG scoring. Setting: Nine
center-members of the Sleep Apnea Genetics International Consortium (SAGIC).
0HDVXUHPHQWV DQG 5HVXOWV: Fifteen previously recorded deidentified PSGs, in European
Data Format, were scored by an experienced technologist at each site after they were
imported into the locally used analysis software. Each 30-sec epoch was manually scored
for sleep stage, arousals, apneas, and hypopneas using the AASM recommended criteria.
The computer-derived oxygen desaturation index (ODI) was also recorded. The primary
outcome for analysis was the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of the
apnea-hypopnea index (AHI). The ICCs of the respiratory variables were: AHI = 0.95
(95% confidence interval: 0.91-0.98), total apneas = 0.77 (0.56-0.87), total hypopneas =
0.80 (0.66-0.91), and ODI = 0.97 (0.93-0.99). The kappa statistics for sleep stages were:
wake = 0.78 (0.77-0.79), nonrapid eye movement = 0.77 (0.76-0.78), N1 = 0.31 (0.30
-0.32), N2 = 0.60 (0.59-0.61), N3 = 0.67 (0.65-0.69), and rapid eye movement = 0.78
(0.77-0.79). The ICC of the arousal index was 0.68 (0.50-0.85).
&RQFOXVLRQ: There is strong agreement in the scoring of respiratory events among the
SAGIC centers. There is also substantial epoch-by-epoch agreement in scoring sleep
variables. Our results suggest that centralized scoring of PSGs may not be necessary in
future research collaboration among international sites where experienced, well-trained
scorers are involved.

The Administration and Management
of Sleep Medicine Center:
g
Experience on Kuang-Tien
㠈惜䔼 ᳹ᶹ
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In this topic, we describe the current institutional infrastructure for academic sleep
medicine, its multidisciplinary roots, and related challenges that the field faces in
patient care, education, and research. Also, we discuss existing approaches to
these challenges at some centers, and ideas to maximize the potential that
academic sleep medicine has to improve human health, effectiveness of medical care,
academic identity, and the likelihood of achieving commonly accepted
elements of academic success. Certain features appear to be a recurrent theme
for those institutions that have developed existing programs and a recurrent need for
others that envision such programs. Key elements identified within this paper
include a structure for sleep medicine that includes budgetary responsibility. The
institutional reporting structure should recognize sleep medicine as a distinct
academic field, with responsibility for defined space, academic appointments,
salary control, provision of clinical services across a wide spectrum of
sleep-related conditions, and supervision of sleep education. The institutional
structure for sleep medicine should permit it to implement research, and also
stabilize it with a funds flow that allows reinvestment of those funds into the sleep
program.

National Agreement in Sleep
and Respiratory Scoring
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AASM Inter-scorer
Reliability Program
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The inter-scorer reliability (ISR) of scoring polysomnography is crucial for both of
clinical trial and clinical evaluation of patients’ sleep. The Rechtschaffen and Kales
(R&K) scoring rule published in 1968 makes the standard scoring stage possible. To
expand the R&K to a patient population, the American Academy of sleep Medicine
(AASM) has introduced “Manual for the Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events” since
2007. It includes the standards for scoring of sleep stages, respiratory and limb movement
, and rules for pediatric scoring. Compared to R&K, using AASM scoring manual slightly
increased the agreement from 80.6%(kappa 0.68) to 82% (kappa 0.76).

AASM ISR program began since April 2010 and it intends to add standardized
measurement to the quality assurance cycle. It requires scoring of sleep stage, respiratory
event, periodic limb movement, and arousal. All participants score the same record
sample using a web-based program and scores are compared to correct score. Compared
to most studies, which employ large numbers of epochs and a handful scorers, ISR
program provides a relatively few record fragments scored by a large number of scorers.
Moreover, most of program users are national certificated or had no less than 3 years of
experience in the field.

Accurate Scoring of Sleep Stages
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⯸ 䛕∴⛲ⅎ⣽䝈䜇Ḕ⾪䙭ⷙ㔠䔏⏊漢㺒⺍ㄆㆰ♏⑳漢儻⢺⊂弰僤♏⇭∌⁜㸓④␟
⯸˛䛕∴⛲ⅎ⣽䝈䜇Ḕ⾪䙭ⷙ㔠䔏⏊漢㺒⺍ㄆㆰ♏⑳漢儻⢺⊂弰僤♏⇭∌⁜㸓④␟
㰊㴨˛④␟Ḕ㭉䙫∋孧㘖Ọ㺒⺍ㄆㆰ䙫㰊㴨孱⋽䂡ᾄ㓁Ə㷡④␟䙫∋孧∮㘖ᾄ㓁漢
儻⢺⊂㰊㴨䙫㔠孱˛
ᾄ㓁併⛲䝈䜇憒⭟㛪⇡䈯䙫∋孧ⷌὃ㈲ⅱƏ④␟Ḕ㭉䙫∋孧㲼∮䂡㺒⺍ㄆㆰ䙫
㰊㴨㌖⸬廪⟡㹽㌖⸬㸂⯸Ə俳᷻㰊㴨㌖⸬㸂⯸㘩敺嵬怵䦹揿˛㷡④␟∋孧
㲼∮䙫⻡字∮䂡漢儻⢺⊂㰊㴨Ḳ㌖⸬廪⟡㹽㌖⸬㸂⯸Ə㰊㴨㌖⸬㸂⯸㘩敺㋨
乳嵬怵䦹揿Ə俳᷻昫暏免㳉妡慹⑳ㇽ堧㰎棤⑳⺍昴ἵ˛凚㖣漢儻⢺⊂㰊㴨
Ḳ㌖⸬廪⟡㹽㌖⸬㸂⯸Ə㰊㴨㌖⸬㸂⯸㘩敺㋨乳嵬怵䦹揿Ə俳᷻昫暏堧㰎
棤⑳⺍昴ἵ䙫∋孧㲼∮ẍ⏖㎌⎾˛㭋⣽Ə⥩㞃⏯ḵ㷡④␟∋孧㲼∮Ḳ④␟Ṳờ
䙫 惏ỤṆ䬍⏯④␟Ḕ㭉䙫∋孧㲼∮ ∮⅏惏Ṳờ∋孧䂡④␟Ḕ㭉
䙫ᷧ惏ỤṆ䬍⏯④␟Ḕ㭉䙫∋孧㲼∮Ə∮⅏惏Ṳờ∋孧䂡④␟Ḕ㭉˛
ằ⹛㛯併⛲䝈䜇憒⭟㛪ⅴ㬈䙣塏䪲⠛偙㗵Ə昢⡅❲䝈䜇④␟Ḕ㭉䖮䙫娡㖞⾬
柯⋬␒免㳉妡慹䂡ᾄ㓁䙫㷡④␟∋孧˛⛇䂡昫暏免㳉妡慹䙫㷡④␟暽䄝㜑㛰堧㰎棤
⑳⺍䙫昴ἵƏἭ㘖Ṇ㛪䔉䔆⥩⏳④␟Ḕ㭉嵞Ḳ桖吾⑳㽂✏⍘暑䙫䖮䊧ƏⰋ⅝㘖㗌
敺怵⺍◃䝈 䖙⋅ㇽ䥅䵺婴䟌暃䤀䙫り俬 ⛇㭋⯴㖣昢⡅❲䝈䜇④␟Ḕ㭉䖮䙫娡㖞
敺怵⺍◃䝈˚䖙⋅ㇽ䥅䵺婴䟌暃䤀䙫り俬˛⛇㭋⯴㖣昢⡅❲䝈䜇④␟Ḕ㭉䖮䙫娡㖞
俳姧Ə⋬␒免㳉妡慹䂡ᾄ㓁䙫㷡④␟∋孧⯍ⱓ⾬奨˛
䆆ば併⛲䝈䜇憒⭟㛪⇡䈯䙫∋孧ⷌὃ㈲ⅱƏḍ᷻⦌╫✗ᾄ䅎⑳怲䔏免㳉妡慹⑳
⏫䨕④␟Ṳờ䙫∋孧㲼∮ƏⰋ⅝㘖⋬␒免㳉妡慹䂡ᾄ㓁䙫㷡④␟∋孧˛┖㛰⥩㭋Ə
㈴僤⢅怙䝈䜇㩆㦲Ḳ敺④␟Ṳờ∋孧䙫ᷧ凛『ƏỌ㎷⌮䝈䜇㪉㟌䙫⒨峑˛
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䏱妉⨶
⏗䁊䝈䜇憒⭟⭟㛪 ⭟⇭
⏗䁊倚漢╰䦸憒⭟㛪  ⭟⇭
⏗䁊ⅎ䦸憒⭟㛪  ⭟⇭
⏗䁊䲥䥅憒⭟㛪  ⭟⇭
⏗䁊僟儻㚏憴䖮⊇孞憒⭟㛪 ⭟⇭
⏗䁊孞䏭⭟㛪  ⭟⇭
⏗䁊憒Ṳ㪉樾⭟㛪  ⭟⇭
⏗䁊⮝⺔憒⭟憒⭟㛪 ᷧ刓 ⭟⇭ ⯯䦸 ⭟⇭
⏗䁊减⾪䏭⭟㛪 䔚媲Ḕ
⏗䁊⾐⁌憒⭟㛪 䔚媲Ḕ
⏗䁊䥅䵺⭟⭟㛪 䔚媲Ḕ
⏗䁊④␟㲢䘩⭟⭟㛪 䔚媲Ḕ

